
Jeremy Walton gets a grip on Group 1 for Y2K with a quartet
of pre-'83 hot wheels, including a 450bhp V12 and the

maddest of mad rotaries





the rear wheels from JW Developments in
Staffordshire and Quaife internals to the non-
synchromesh four-speed.

National Power regional executive Potter
reports that the team budget is around £5000 a
year to run this competitive proposition. "But
we are setting aside £4500 for a further
development V6 motor," he said. "The current
one runs a 10.9:1 compression on unleaded 98
octane from Tesco and has a maximum of
235bhp at the flywheel. A 'soft' rev limiter
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ensures we don't exceed 7200rpm."
Sophistication and a Capri chassis

don't belong in the same sentence, but
there is a notable reminder of the Old
Boreham homologation craftsmen at work
around the live rear axle. Instead of axle
links, this era of Capri ran a trick rear roll
bar that looped below the axle and was
quickly adjustable. Together with a distinct
kink in each of the softish 147 Ib/in rated
single-leaf blades, the car allowed smooth
cornering and a semblance of traction

totally foreign to wet-road Capri experience.
The 375 Ib/in rated front was delivered with

another works tweak to the layout, allowing the
steering arms to adopt a slight inclination
alongside a radically lowered ride height. A
simple Leda layout replaced the factory trickery.
Modest Potter feels Leda's layout is "more
appropriate to my driving skills. We don't get
more than 15 minutes practice and it's usually
10, so I like something I can understand,
quickly alter and trust at every session."

Seated in a pristine cabin that would have
passed OK as an ER unit for alternative
trackside surgery, I felt confident in the abilities
of a Capri crouching on 7x13in rollers.

Aside from the fact that its unassisted
steering was second heaviest only to the
Jaguar, and that the excellent four-pot Wilwood
calipers had little pad material to clamp on
10.25in discs, the proven Ford had no nasty
habits. It was just a straight-talking race track
regular that you'd let your kid sister date.

The Norfolk track delivered up to an inch of
standing water, alternating with drying patches.
This Capri just blared around between 4000
and 7000 - hitting just 6800rpm on Revett
straight - making not just the right noises, but

also responding to the steering rim like a
pedigree classic.

Heavy pit-lane steering became friendly
above 30mph. It would chat about every
change in surface, reacting rapidly enough to
balance the inevitable tail slides. These came

. quickly under full second and third gear
power, but could be countered with such
ease that you felt you knew what you were
doing in a Ford first met two laps earlier ...

VERDICT: Professional finish echoed by
exemplary manners and maximum fun
factor. The best-balanced and
presented package.
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FORD ESCORT 1.6 XR31
Ken Clarke, Chairperson of this
classic race club, runs his own
general motor trade/race preparation
company, 8exridge Ltd. From
premises south of the NEC in the
Midlands, he almost accidentally
prepared the Escort XR3 and is
having an increasing hand on lan
Cowley's Mazda.

Ken reported: "Five years ago I
had a customer who wanted an
inexpensive car for track days. We
did the basics, race seat, safety cage from
Rollcentre and cheered up the engine. It cost
him about £5000 and was used for a year to 18
months before he got bored. I took it in a swap
for a road car I no longer wanted, and the value
involved was about £750 max.

"I had raced and won in a variety of classics -

from Camaros to Lotus Cortinas - and we got a
bit more serious about the CVH motor. It's not
easy to tune with those heavy piston crowns
and production fuel injection. We got about
120bhp and a 7200 maximum using 1300
pistons at £30 a set (11.2:1 cr) and a Kent rally
profile camshaft with solid lifters: we tried the

racer Kent cam too, but it didn't work for us."
The chassis received little attention,

incorporating 2.25in coil springs, 6x14in
Wolfraces, RS Turbo front discs and some
suspension items, including the front anti-roll
bar. Ken says the biggest obstacle to being
competitive is. "the Mk1 Golfs. We can only
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race at 860kg, whereas they are down to
790kg and offer more power. We have
surprised everyone in the wet, though,
running as high as fourth after starting as low
as 17th from 25 on the grid."

My tum and the weather is slightly wetter than
for the Capri, but this front-drive Ford's
presentation gives me little confidence. The
belts don't fit, the bonnet has more lift than Otis,
the brakes are on the floor and the vibrations

could sell well to the S&M bondage set.
Despite this, the Escort is astonishing in

these conditions. The motor rasps to,seven,
the handling is neat and the front drive cuts
through standing water that had all three other
(rear-drive) machines lurching like journos on a
mission to liberate a wine cellar. While exotic
sports and single-seater cars skated off, the
brake-less Ford tracked around securely and
as rapidly as the aquatics allowed.

JAGUAR XJ-S COUPE V12
Absolutely the star turn. Brian 'Classic Cats'
Stevens delivered a 1500kg coupe to the circuit
of such quality that it could be mistaken for an
early '80s TWR original at a casual glance. The
Racing .Green Jag displayed motor trade and
circuit knowledge earned in a career that has
included bagging the 1998 Post Historic
Championship with a £15000 Jag XJ12 saloon.

"Although this coupe cost a lot more than my
winning saloon, it has generally been a more
difficult and expensive project," felt Stevens.
"The previous owner spent about £40,000, but
it still had to be rebuilt from a bare shell during
the 1998/9 winter. We genuinely don't budget

VERDICT: Don't judge a book by its cover.
It'll do the job; but could do with a cosmetic
make over and a braking system. Preventing
the driveshafts binding' up in the slow left-
handers would also be on my priority list.



much to actually run the vehicle, about £2500 a
year, but we have had two significant problems.

"The first was that wet-sump V12. It has a
lubrication safety system which melted some
small components that react to the oil surge. The
result was a mid- race loss of oil pressure. We
missed a couple of events with a strip and
rebuild to check and rectify any bearing damage.

"The second snag was the size of the brakes.
We are only allowed original wheel diameter-
15 inches - and that means you can only get' a
comparatively small set of discs in behind the

Speedlines, which have 7.5in rims rather
than the 8in maximum.

"These wheels were from an
XJ-R, much more affordable

than centre lock originals,
but they lack
accommodation for big
brakes. The 11 in front
discs with four-piston
calipers tend to warp.
We often have to change
discs between races. It's
certainly the limiting
factor for today's test,"
advised Brian.

I drove the original
TWR European
Championship-winning
XJ-S types in 1984 and
Brian's budget-conscious
recreation was equally
entertaining. Of course it
didn't have the ultimate
works specification and
the limited front braking
ability before double
vision occurred was
seriously worrying, but
the Rob Beere motor of
the mandatory original
5.3 litres was mighty.

This alloy vee with

Cosworth 11:1 compression
pistons didn't transmit the
harsh vibrations of the TWR
twelve and revved between
4000 and 7000rpm with
apparently equal pulling
power. Peak power, an
honest 450bhp, is at 6300,
but the engine is safe to
7500rpm. Stevens believes
that smaller valves would
allow quicker laps times
because of increased
responsiveness, but for me
the back-to back evidence
was that a V12 Jag really
did feel twice as fast as a V6 Ford ...

The cabin is UK club-racing-conventional,
with Corbeau seats and Willans hamess, but
there are some great detail touches. The spun
aluminium gear knob, the TWR-embossed
centre to a four-spoke wheel and the Ocean
Liner-sized tachometer for a start.

Equally efficient was the triple-plate clutch
and the clever Stevens' low-cost acquisition of
a slick manual four-speed gearbox of racing E-
type close-ratio heritage. These are rarer than
rocking horse shit - vital because 99.9% of all
V12 XJ-S street cars came with automatic
transmission - and Brian also avoided the trap
of paying £2000 for a set of repro E-type ratios.

The unassisted steering lightens the
second you leave the pit lane and the clutch
is only mildly uneven away from rest. Peering
out over acres of green Jag bonnet that make
a Capri look like a snub-nosed hatchback,
the dominant impressions mainly consist of
that massive motor and a substantial slab of
racing real estate.

The Jag rides the bumps to the main Revett
straight competently. When the throttle is
open and the engorged dozen cylinders are
up for some serious tarrnac annihilation, the
big coupe seemed suspended on a water

cushion, the V12's near 500 Ib.ft of torque
impersonating a Hovercraft.

The Salisbury limited-slip rear posted a fraction
,of the torque torrent as traction. Third gear and
5000rpm thundered by, top gear slammed
home, and the Jag sings Soul with a Brit heart to
7000rpm and 140mph. There is pallid braking to
counterbalance this amazing lunge of speed.

Amazing? We were all thunderstruck when
the weighty Jag monstered away from a
purpose-built Marcos V8 racer in a straight line
1-2-3-4 plunge past the pits. The Marcos
driver was so surprised he went straight off,
straight afterwards!

The chassis was a tidy performer, but no
Capri-beater for handling feedback and
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chuckability. Jaguar steering and
the brake progression can feel
remote - emphasised by the wet
track - and the borders of braking,
cornering and traction grip
appeared sleepily relayed to the
contoured steering wheel.

VERDICT: Star of the day that
was created on a careful budget
rather than silly money. Sincere
thanks to Brian and all the other
owners who trusted us with
these charismatic cars in truly
treacherous conditions.

MAZDA RX-7

Japanese. 2, it's my converted
road car. 3, the only cost-
effective choice is a Ford! As a
result of breaking these hard-
learned ground rules, the thing's
cost about £33000 since
September 1997. It should have
been half that, race fees
included," concluded lan.

Again, the cockpit was not
seductive, heavy on racer's tape
with fourth gear jamming and
new Hawk Ceramic pads that
made front end lock-up a
certainty until the balance is
sorted. The RX-7 was made
more hazardous by the lack of
centre tunnel heat-absorption
plates to protect against the
usual RX-7
temperatures,
which are in the

same 920-degree exhaust
manifold bracket as the
Starion/Sierra turbo breed of the
late eighties.

None of that mattered much,
because this RX Was such a flyer.
Even though I had to miss out
fourth in every sequence, the
rotary buzzed it up just short of the
rpm limiter at 9000 in fifth gear! It
also picked up the story from 6500
on the third to fifth bypass change
with equal conviction.
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Another rough character, this
Mazda was a scorcher. The Pip
Gardner of WGT-developed rotary
was an impressive 9000rpm
reminder of an ex-TWR RX-7 tested
with Russell Srookes at Goodwood in 1983.

That means it was terrifyingly quick in a
straight line, had a notchy gearbox and the
worst-tempered, twitchiest handling I've ever
driven in a tin-top.

IT Consultant lan Gowley has had a few off-
track adventures with the red racer. The last I
saw of him in the 30mph group picture shot
was the Mazda bumping along the grass, out
of petrol at its steady 3.5mpg guzzle.

Cowley cheerfully says "I've been racing for
. about ten years with another mate and this one
breaks every rule we've established: 1, it's
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I was told this machine had an honest
220bhp at the wheels and I'd be surprised if it
had much less than 250bhp at the flywheel. Mix
in the sleek, lowline shape and a kerb weight of
just 920kg [only 60kg more than the 120bhp
Escort], and you have a recipe for a real racer ...
If you can sort the handling.

I think the secret is that RX-7s always feel
uncertain, owing to linkage calculation cock-
ups around the rear axle. After that initial
queasiness when asked to turn in NOW, they
seem to jink through a curve with reasonable
accuracy. Our test RX-7 had little grip and
zero traction [far worse than the Capri or Jag]
on the mandated 6x13in rims and Dunlops.

VERDICT: Needs Dave Walker disciplines.
Could be an outright winner. Certainly
capable of more than rotating on track! •
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